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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

This current work compares the three methodologies (Actuator Line model (ALM), Sliding Mesh Interface (SMI) and Multiple
Reference Frame (MRF)) in modeling an industrial scale reference turbine at different tip speed ratios (TSR). The comparison
shows that all the 3 models qualitatively predict the expected trend of power coefficient (Cp) vs TS R curve with an optima around
TS R ≈ 7.5. But the quantitative values of the predicted Cp, the wake deficits and the flow patterns differ from model to model.
Between ALM and MRF, the former predicts a relatively milder variation of Cp with TS R. A deeper analysis of the flow pattern
and wake deficit behind the turbine helps in understanding the behavioral characteristics of these models. MRF shows variations
in flow pattern with TS Rs, like the associated stall conditions at TS R = 6 and an optimum angle of attack condition at TS R = 7.5.
ALM shows only a slight variation in the flow pattern near the hub region (DU40 location) at different TS Rs. This is because
the blades are not resolved in ALM. Perhaps, such differences in flow-pattern predictions result in the differences in Cp vs TS R
trends predicted by the MRF and ALM models. SMI, on the other hand, captures the complex 3D flow structures. The wake deficit
comparison shows that both ALM and MRF model captures qualitatively higher wake deficit at TS R = 7.5 in the core wake region
0.8 > z/R > 0.2 as compared to TS R = 9 and TS R = 6. This behavior too is related to the observed flow pattern as captured by
these models. Future studies may involve using LES in ALM to see if it improves the RANS predictions.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of SINTEF Energi AS.
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1. Introduction and work objectives

1.1. Introduction

Wind-turbine blades comprising of multiple airfoils exhibit complex flow patterns [1,2] along the blade length and
generate wakes that influence a wind-farm operation [3,4]. It is important to model the flow accurately for enabling
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efficient designs of both the turbine and the wind-farm layout. However, conducting highly accurate flow simulations
for industrial-scale turbine is time-consuming and industry often craves for faster simulation methodologies. There
are different methodologies: Actuator Line Model (ALM), Sliding Mesh Interface (SMI) and Multiple Reference
Frame (MRF) to model wind turbines and understand the associated wake dynamics. Wake dynamics have been
shown to influence power production capabilities of downstream turbines depending upon the inter-turbine distance
in a wind farm layout [1–5]. Amongst the three methodologies, the ALM has been used popularly to understand
the wake dynamics in wind farms as it is computationally tractable to do so for multi-turbine set-ups. However, it
is well-known that ALM does not explicitly resolve turbine blades and hence might not be expected to be accurate
enough. On the other hand, the SMI approach resolves the blade and is expected to be more accurate but it is
computationally intractable to perform for a set-up with multiple turbines. On other hand, the MRF is a steady state
approach, and it employs a frozen rotor hypothesis (i.e. static blade) and involves the use of Coriolis and centrifugal
forces in momentum equation to account for rotation. It will be interesting to compare the performance of these three
methodologies to gain perspective on the performance of ALM methods, which will continue to be used for wind
farms at least in the near future. In this regard, the current work compares the SMI, MRF and ALM methods for one
industrial scale wind turbine. The objectives of this work can be enlisted as:

1.2. Objective

1. Verification of ALM, SMI and MRF model for the popular industrial scale NREL 5 MW reference turbine.
2. Comparing predictions of power coefficient Cp, flow pattern and wake deficit with varying tip speed ratios (TSR)

using three different models.

The industrial scale turbine chosen for this work is NREL 5MW reference turbine [6]. NREL 5 MW turbine [6] [7]
is a standardized industrial-scale off-shore turbine model, which consists of three 63m long blades defined in terms of
eight cross sectional profiles (DU21, DU25, DU30, DU35, DU40 and NACA64) and twist angles at different locations
away from the hub (as described in [6]).

These multiple-sections with diverse angles of attack provide an ideal opportunity to test and benchmark models
and methodologies that can later be applied to solve a bigger range of industrial challenges. Hence, it is popularly
used by leading groups (several of U.S. DOEs Wind and Hydro-power Technologies Programs, EU’s UpWind research
program, and the International Energy Agency (IEA)’s Wind Annex XXIII Subtask Offshore Code Comparison Col-
laboration) to test methodologies. Next we discuss the methods and approach.

2. Approach and Methods

The study is limited to the near wake region. The approach involves conducting a comparison and verification of
ALM, MRF and SMI approaches at different tip speed ratios (TSR 6, 7.5 and 9). A RANS turbulence model is used.
The SMI is done only at TSR=7.5 (the optimum tip speed ratio) owing to the computational efforts required for a
moving mesh method. The verification involves a comparison of the predicted power coefficients trends, trends of
wake decay behind turbine and flow pattern variation with different tip speed ratios. Due to lack of experimental data
of wake deficit velocity profiles for NREL 5 MW reference turbine, it is not possible to do validation of the models,
so we resort to a verification exercise. The governing equations and application details of SMI, ALM and MRF are
explained next.

2.1. SMI approach

The conservation equations are solved on a moving mesh (a sliding mesh) to account for the turbine blade motion
and to capture unsteady interactions between rotating part and stationary blades. This approach involves dividing the
computational domain into a rotating and a stationary zone using a sliding interface. The approach assumes that the
rotating computational mesh moves (or slides) relative to the stationary frame. The terms of the governing equations
are integrated on a control volume, and the effect of the moving control volume is accounted by including the mesh
motion flux in the computation of face mass fluxes in the convective terms (in other words the convective terms in the
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governing equation are modied). Thus, the face mass fluxes in the convective terms have to be computed relative to
the mesh motion flux (ie. the volume swept by moving cell face during its movement with the cell face velocity). This
mesh motion flux is computed based on the space (or volume) conservation law, which ensures that the moving face
velocity is calculated from the face-centered positions, such that the surface vectors as well as calculation volumes
inside rotating part remain constant. The mesh position in the rotating domain is updated after every time step (as
it changes with impeller rotation) and so are the cell face positions at the sliding interface. At the sliding interface,
a conservative interpolation is used for both mass and momentum using a set of fictitious control volumes. The
governing equations are solved only in an inertial reference frame. Following equations are solved throughout the
domain for SMI approach using RANS turbulence model with standard wall function:

∇ · ua = 0 (1)

∂ua

∂t
+ ∇ · (ua ⊗ ua) = −∇p + ∇ · (ν + νt)∇(ua + (∇ua)T) (2)

2.2. Actuator Line Model

The turbine is modeled using actuator line model (ALM) approach, which was first developed by Sørensen and
Shen [8]. The actuator line model (Equations 5, 6 and 7) uses the velocity field input from the CFD model and outputs
body force, which is used as the sink term in the momentum equation. The momentum equation can be represented
as 4, where f refers to external forces arising from actuator line model.

∇ · (ρu) = 0 (3)

Du
Dt
= −∇

(
p
ρ

)
+

1
ρ
∇ · R + f (4)

where, components of R can be computed as Ri j = νT

(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂u j

∂xi

)
− 2

3 kδi j, where subscripts i, j refers to components
of the vector, k is turbulent kinetic energy and νT (=µt/ρ) is turbulent diffusivity.

The ALM approach resolves each blade of the turbine as a rotating line (made of N actuator segments), over which
the forces are computed. The forces at each segment comprise of lift force and drag forces (Equations 5, 6 ), which are
computed from the local relative velocity (Vrel), local twist angle, blade chord (c), local actuator width (w) and local
angle of attack (α) at a given actuator segment. The local angle of attack is computed from the tangential and normal
component of relative velocity at the segment. The lift coefficient (Cl) and drag coefficient (Cd) at each segment (in
Equations 5, 6 and 7) are a function of the local angle of attack, and this dependency is provided as an input (blade
airfoil data) to the ALM model. The force at an actuator segment i ( fi) is a point force and it is translated onto the fluid
domain as a volumetric body force (Fi) using Gaussian projection (Equation 7). The regularization parameter (ε) in
Equation 7 represents the width of the Gaussian and determines the concentration of the force. Larger the parameter,
more smoothed out the force is on the flow field. The negative sign in Equation 7 accounts for the fact that the force
exerted by the turbine on the flow field is equal and opposite to the force experienced by it due to the flow. At the
location (x, y, z) of the fluid domain, the overall body force is summation of force over all N actuator segments of
the turbine, where (x j, y j, z j) is the location of the jth segment and r j is the distance between segment j and the fluid
domain location.

L =
1
2

Cl(α)ρV2
relcw (5)

D =
1
2

Cd(α)ρV2
relcw (6)
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j
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 (7)
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2.3. Multiple Reference Frame

The governing Navier-Stokes equations are considered incompressible throughout the domain since the Mach
number is always inside the limit of 0.3 in all the simulations. The governing equations are solved in an inertial
reference frame with absolute velocity for the stationary zone of MRF constituting of turbine tower and nacelle. The
following mass and momentum equations are solved:

∇ · ua = 0 (8)

∇ · (ua ⊗ ua) = −∇p + ∇ · (ν + νt)∇(ua + (∇ua)T) (9)

where ua is the absolute velocity as seen from a stationary reference frame.
To account for the affects of rotation inside the rotating zone, source terms are added in terms of coriolis and

centrifugal forces. The equations are written in terms of the relative flow velocity ur, which is a resultant vector arises
from the velocity triangle of incoming and the induced velocity from the turbine blade.

∇ · ur = 0 (10)

∇ · (ur ⊗ ur) + 2Ω × uR +Ω × (Ω × r) = −∇p + ∇ · (ν + νt)∇(ur + (∇ur)T) (11)

ua = ur +Ω × r (12)

where Ω is the rotational speed of the reference frame with respect to a stationary observer (here it will also be equal
to the rotational speed of the turbine), p is pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the air and νt is the turbulent kinetic
viscosity.

2.4. Turbulence model

Regarding the numerical model, all the three approaches involve use of k − ω SST turbulence model[9] based on
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes. The turbulent diffusivity νT in the momentum transport equation (Equation 2,4,9)
are computed by using this turbulence model. When k−ωmodel is used, the turbulent eddy viscosity is formulated in
terms of turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific dissipation (ω). The turbulent kinetic energy is obtained by solving
equation 14 and specific dissipation is obtained by solving equation 15.

µt =
a1k

max(a1ω, S F1)
(13)

Dk
Dt
= ∇ ·

(
νT
σk
∇k
)
+ Pk − βkω (14)

Dω
Dt
= ∇ ·

(
νT
σe
∇ω
)
+ Pk

γ

νT
− βω2 + 2(1 − F1)∇ω∇k

σw2

ω
(15)

where σe and σe are turbulent prandtl numbers, Pk is production of turbulent kinetic energy due to shear.

Pk = νT

(
∂ui

∂x j
+
∂u j

∂xi

)
∂ui

∂x j
(16)

2.4.1. Numerical implementation - Computational domain, mesh and parameters
Figure 1 shows the computational domain, mesh and suitability of mesh. The domain size for SMI and ALM simu-

lations (figure 1(a) and 1(b)) are kept similar: 200m×120m(streamwise)×200m for SMI and 200m×190m(streamwise)×
200m for ALM. While MRF uses a 1200 sector with rotational periodicity and the dimensions of the domain are shown
in figure 1(c) . Regarding mesh size, SMI uses a mesh of 8 million cell elements comprising of mostly tetrahedral
cells with few layers of prismatic cells to capture the blade boundary layer region, while the ALM uses a grid of 1.5
Million cells with about 40 grid points across the rotor diameter (thus minimum grid length is about 3m). This grid
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should be sufficient to resolve wake tip vortex. MRF uses a mesh size of 2.8 Million. For SMI and MRF, the blade
surface has been treated as a wall with no-slip boundary and employs a wall function based on Spalding’s law [10] that
gives a continuous kinematic viscosity profile to the wall over wide range of y+. This is required because the average
y+ value near blade wall is 667 while the minimum y+ value is 11 and in terms of grid size - the minimum wall normal
grid size is 0.008m near the blade. Simulations are conducted with a uniform inlet wind velocity of 9m/s applied on
the inlet face at different TS Rs. The TS R is changed by adjusting the rotational speed of the turbine while keeping the
inlet wind velocity constant. At the outlet face, a standard outlet boundary condition is used (fixed pressure value and
zero normal gradient for rest). A free slip boundary condition is applied on the rest of the surfaces. For the actuator
line method, about 40 actuator segments (i.e parameter N in equation 7) were used in the simulation. The regular-
ization parameter (ε in equation 7) in ALM is chosen to be about two times the cube root of grid volume size in that
region. This is selected so as to ensure that the force is not overly concentrated to cause numerical oscillations / solver
instability, and neither does the force becomes too smoothed so as to cause no resistance to the wind flowing through
the turbine. For ALM, the RANS results are run for 100s of simulation time (which corresponds to the passage of 17

(a) ALM (b) SMI

INLET OUTLET

ROTATING
REFERENCE 
FRAME

STATIONARY
REFERENCE 
FRAME

FREE SLIP

PERIODIC

PERIODIC

100m 80m

wall

50m 40m 100m

63m

(c) MRF

Fig. 1. Domain and mesh for ALM,SMI and MRF

revolutions of the turbine and approximately 5 times flow passage through domain at wind free stream velocity). The
ALM simulations run at a time step of around 0.007s (corresponding to courant number of 0.1 which is constrained
by the tip speed). The averaging was done for last 100s. The ALM simulations are run with 16 cores on a 3.2 GHz
Intel(R) Xeon (R) CPU machine and took one week of computational time. For SMI, the RANS results are run for
a total time of 23.45s corresponding to about four revolutions (and the flow developed after 3 revolutions). All the
SMI RANS computations are performed on 256 cores of a 2.6GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU machine on Vil je, the high
performance computational facility at Norwegian University of Science and Technology. The simulation time-step
reached a lower value of 10−5 s in order to maintain the Courant number of 1. The simulation took around 3 weeks
of computation time on the Vil je. The MRF was run till the time a steady state solution was obtained , wherein
the convergence criteria was that the residual error for each variable (U,p,k,ε) falls below a prescribed value (around
5x10−4.

2.5. Solver details

Regarding solver, OpenFOAM was used in all the simulations. The OF uses an elliptic equation for the modified
pressure which involves combining the continuity equation with divergence of momentum equation. This elliptic
equation along with the momentum equation and turbulence equation are solved in a segregated manner using the
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. The OF uses a finite volume discretization
technique, wherein all the equations are integrated over control volumes (CV) using Green Gauss divergence theorem.
The gauss divergence theorem converts the volume integral of divergence of a variable into a surface integral of
the variable over faces comprising the CV. Thus, the divergence term defining the convection terms can simply be
computed using the face values of variables in the CV. The face values of variables are obtained from their neighboring
cell centered values by using convective scheme. In this work, all the equations (except ksgs) use second order linear
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discretization scheme, while the turbulent equations use upwind convection schemes. Similarly, the diffusion term
involving Laplacian operator (the divergence of the gradient) is simplified to compute the gradient of the variable at
the face. The gradient term can be split into contribution from the orthogonal and the non-orthogonal parts, and both
these contributions are accounted for.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Verification study: Power coefficient (Cp) Vs tip speed ratio(TSR)

Jonkman et.al.([6]) studied the evolution of the power coefficient as a function of the TSR and the blade-pitch
for case of NREL 5 MW reference turbine. This work was done using the FAST model involving the AeroDyn
module. From these simulations, they found that the peak power coefficient of 0.482 occurred at a TSR of 7.55
and at a rotor-collective blade-pitch angle of 0.0◦. A similar study has been carried out by Rannam Chaaban (data
available at https://wind.nrel.gov/forum/wind/viewtopic.php?t=582) and he predicted the optimum Cp to occur at
TSR=8. Rannam’s study has been used for the verification of our ALM, MRF and SMI model (as shown in Figure 2).
The ALM method also provides an optimum power coefficient at the TS R of 7.5 but it under-predicts the optimum
power coefficient value (around 0.42). Also, the variation in Cp with varying TSR is small (almost flatter, though a
peak in Cp can be seen at TSR 7.5)as compared to the FAST model. The MRF is also able to predict the optimum Cp

at 7.5 but it over-predicts the Cp as compared to the FAST simulation. It is possible to obtain similar results as FAST
by tuning regularization parameter ε. However, this is not done in the current work as it’s a verification exercise and
not a validation exercise, and all models can differ from the exact experimental observation (which are currently not
available for NREL 5 MW reference turbine). The SMI method predicts a Cp = 0.51 at TS R = 7.5. The reasons for
the observed Cp vs TSR variations for these different models is explained while comparing the flow patterns in section
3.3 and wake deficit in section 3.2. Further, the SMI predicts a higher 3D flow nature in the region behind turbine
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Fig. 2. Verification - power coefficient versus tip speed ratio for ALM, MRF, SMI and FAST models.

as compared to the AMI (as seen in streamlines in figure 6). This limitation can also be attributed to the distributed
nature of force projection in ALM methodology along with the conditions of non-explicit resolution of the blade .
However, despite these limitations, ALM has been able to predict the trends in wake deficit and power coefficients.

3.2. Comparison of wake dynamics with tip speed ratios

Wind deficit variation with tip speed ratio have been analyzed at six different locations behind the turbine (0.15R,
0.3R, 0.45R, 0.6R, 0.9R and 1.3R, where R refers to the radius of turbine = 63m). Figure 3-figure 4 together shows
the mean wind deficit variations predicted at different TSR by different models. The X-axis represent wake deficit
[∆U/Uin f low = (Uin f low-U)/Uin f low] in all the figures. The wake regions should have positive wake deficit if the hub and
blades are modelled correctly. Figure 3 shows the wake deficit predicted by the three methods (ALM with a fine and
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a coarse mesh for grid dependency, SMI and MRF) for a single tip speed ratio of 7.5 at two locations downstream of
the turbine (0.3R and 0.9R). The trends at these two locations are similar to the six locations that have been analyzed
(but not shown in the paper for sake of brevity). Figure 3 shows that the finer mesh ALM is closer to the results of
MRF and SMI as the projection of forces and resolution of velocity gradients is better. In regions near tip vortex
(0.9R > z/R > 1.1), the finer ALM shows a sharp velocity gradient corresponding to the presence of shear region
accompanying tip vortex. Even the finer ALM model is seen to differ from MRF and SMI models in 2 major ways:
(a) at the near the hub axis region (0.25 > z/R > −0.25) along the six downstream locations (figure 3 shows for 2
locations), the ALM model suggests a higher wind velocity and a negative wake deficit as the hub is not modelled
in this case, whereas for MRF and SMI, a higher wake deficit in this near hub region is seen as the hub is explicitly
modeled. (b) at the core wake region (1 > z/R > 0.3) along the six downstream locations (figure 3 shows for 2
locations), the ALM model predicts higher wake deficit than MRF and SMI. In other words, the MRF and SMI
models show faster wake recovery than the ALM.

(a) TSR 7.5 at 0.3R downstream (b) TSR 7.5 at 0.9R downstream

Fig. 3. Wake deficit profiles predicted by ALM, MRF and SMI. Similar trends exist till 1.3R downstream distance.

(a) TSR 9 at 0.15R - MRF Vs. ALM (b) TSR 7.5 at 0.15R - MRF Vs. ALM (c) TSR 6 at 0.15R - MRF Vs. ALM

Fig. 4. Wake deficit profiles computed by ALM VS MRF at 3 TSRs - 9, 7.5 and 6. X-axis represents wake deficit ∆U/Uin f low = (Uin f low-U)/Uin f low
.

Next, we compare the predictive capability of ALM and MRF at various tip speed ratios (figure 4). Figure 4(a)-4(c)
compares the predictive performance of both ALM and MRF for these three different TSRs at 0.15R. The ALM and
MRF are predicting a higher wake deficit at TS R = 7.5 in the core wake region 0.8 > z/R > 0.2 as compared to
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TS R = 9 and TS R = 6. At an optimum TSR of 7.5, more energy is extracted by the blades in that region leading
to higher wind deficit and also higher Cp, while as we increase or decrease the tip speed ratio (towards 9 or 6), the
energy extracted is lesser resulting in lower wind deficit and lower Cp. In all cases, the blade-tip region contributes
more torque and hence power than the hub region. The energy extracted by a blade is associated with the flow pattern
(as described in section 3.2. The ALM is over-predicting wake deficit in the core wake region as compared to the
MRF. But, still the ALM predicts lower Cp values than MRF. It could be perhaps due to two reasons: (a) the higher
wake deficit predicted by MRF in the 0.25 > z/R region as compared to the ALM case compensates for the lower wake
deficit behavior in the core wake region 0.8 > z/R > 0.25; (b) wake-recovery - the condition at turbine downstream
(x=0.15R downstream) may not truly reflect the condition at the turbine blade location (located at x=0R, where Cp

is measured). This could be due to the difference in wake-recovery/wake-growth from 0R to 0.15 R as predicted by
ALM and MRF case. Next, we compare the flow patterns predicted by MRF and ALM approach and relate it to the
observation on Cp and wake deficit.

3.3. Comparison of flow pattern by MRF and ALM

(a) MRF TSR 7.5 (b) MRF TSR 6

(c) ALM TSR 7.5 (d) ALM TSR 6 (e) Vorticity showing blades in ALM

Fig. 5. Prediction of impact of TSR on the flow pattern at the DU40 airfoil segment by MRF and ALM.

Figure 5 shows the change in flow pattern as the TSR varies as predicted by the MRF and the ALM methods. The
comparison is shown for the DU40 airfoil segment that is located near the hub. The study of flow pattern across the
blade helps to attribute the reason behind having an optimum TSR (in this case at TSR 7.5). Figure 5 shows that at
TSR=6, the wind starts impinging on the top of the blade section instead of the leading edge, resulting in massive flow
separation, while at TSR 7.5, the wind is inclined at an optimum angle of attack, and as the turbine reaches a TSR of
9 (not shown), the flow becomes more symmetric relative to the blade, and hence in both the cases (TSR 6 and TSR
9), the lift generated diminishes resulting in lower power coefficient (Cp) and the observed wake pattern. The MRF
is able to capture this phenomenon (flow patterns in figure 5) as the blade is explicitly resolved. The ALM, on the
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other hand, uses an input lift and drag coefficient value that varies with angle of attack to compute the resultant forces
and this force is projected using gaussian distribution profile over a region. Hence, the deviation in flow patterns
(varying angle of attack) with different TSRs is not as perceptible in the ALM predicted flow (figure 5(c)-5(d)) as in
the MRF case. On comparing the ALM predicted pattern at TSR6 (figure 5(c)) with ALM predicted pattern at TSR
7.5 (figure 5(d)), a slightly higher angle of attack and a slightly higher deviation of flow across the DU40 region is
seen in the TSR 6 case (figure 5(c)) as compared to the TSR 7.5 (figure 5(d)) case. This difference results in the milder
variation in Cp as observed in figure 2. But the difference in variation of flow pattern and angle of attack is not as
distinguishable as in the case of MRF. This is attributed to the inherent modelling aspects of the two cases as explain
earlier. The location of DU40 airfoil segment in the blade is obtained in the case of ALM using vorticity contours
as shown in figure 5(e). Further, the velocities do not reach as high in ALM case as in the MRF/SMI case (where

(a) SMI Streamline (b) ALM Streamline (c) MRF Streamline

Fig. 6. Streamlines predicted by SMI, ALM and MRF methods.

a high tip speed velocity is obtained). Further, the SMI (figure 6(a)) predicts a higher 3D flow nature in the region
behind turbine as compared to the ALM (figure 6(b)) and MRF (figure 6(c)). This limitation can also be attributed to
the distributed nature of force projection in ALM methodology along with the conditions of non-explicit resolution
of the blade. MRF shows limited 3D rotatory effects as the blade is static and unsteadiness in flow is not captured.
Due to these inherent modelling factors, the models have been predicting different quantitative wake deficit and power
coefficients with tip speed ratios (as obtained in this work). These differences needs to be considered while using the
model for wind farm/turbine designs.

4. Conclusion

The RANS turbulence based ALM and MRF models have been verified for their wake development and power
coefficient predictions at 3 different tip speed ratios : (a) at an optimum TS R of 7.5, (b) at below the optimum TS R
i.e. at TS R = 6 and (c) at higher than optimum TS R i.e. at TS R = 9). The computationally expensive SMI model is
run only at the optimum TS R 7.5 and its results compared to ALM and MRF. Due to lack of experimental data for the
industrial scale NREL 5 MW turbine, this work did not attempt to understand the accuracy of these models vis-a-vis
experiments. Instead, the work focussed on noting the differences/similarities in predictions between these models
based on their inherent modelling assumptions. Following conclusions can be drawn from the results :

• ALM-RANS and MRF-RANS method along with FAST model are qualitatively able to predict the expected
trend in variation of Cp with TSR, and predict the optimum Cp at the TSR of 7.5-7.55 range. Though, quan-
titatively, these methods predict different optimum Cp values, which lies in the range of 0.42 - 0.52. SMI,
conducted only at optimum TS R 7.5 case, predicts a Cp of 0.51. These quantitative variations between different
models have been explained by the physics captured by them.
• Wake deficit comparison shows that both ALM and MRF model predict higher wake deficit at TS R = 7.5 in

the core wake region 0.8 > z/R > 0.2 as compared to the TS R = 9 and the TS R = 6. Though their quantitative
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deficit values are different owing to inherent modelling factors. At an optimum TS R of 7.5, more energy is
extracted by the blades in that region leading to a higher wake deficit and a higher Cp, while as we increase or
decrease the tip speed ratio (towards 9 or 6), the energy extracted is lesser resulting in a lower wind deficit and
a lower Cp. These variations with TSR are explained by observing the predicted flow pattern.
• Flow-pattern - The SMI shows more complex 3D nature of flow as compared to MRF and ALM at TS R = 7.5.

The MRF-RANS shows variation in flow pattern with varying TSRs which involves (a) prediction of stalling
condition and the flow separation at TS R = 6 and (b) prediction of flow with an optimum angle of attack at
TS R = 7.5. While the ALM-RANS only shows a slight variation in flow pattern in near hub region (DU40
location) due to variation in tip speed ratio. The change in angle of attack and flow deviation with changing
TS R is not overly perceptible in ALM owing to the fact that the blade is not resolved. Perhaps, this is the
reason for ALM predicting a milder variation of Cp with TS R as compared to the steeper slopes of Cp Vs TSR
predicted by the MRF. However despite these limitations, the ALM has been able to follow the qualitative trend
in wake deficit and power coefficient variation with tip speed, owing to the line source and the distributed nature
of the force projection.

The comparison reveals quantitative differences and qualitative similarities in trends between 3 popular turbine mod-
els in the near-wake region. A modeler should consider this aspect when using a chosen model for designing tur-
bine/farms. Future work involves comparison using LES models and study of far-wake regions.
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